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Abstract
Resource management of large scale clusters is traditionally done manually. Servers are
usually over-provisioned to meet the peak demand of workload. It is widely known that
manual provisioning is error-prone and inefficient. These problems can be addressed by
the use of autonomic clusters that manage their own resources. In those clusters, server
nodes are dynamically allocated based on the system performance goals. In this thesis, we
develop heuristic algorithms for the dynamic provisioning of a cluster that executes batch
jobs with a shared completion deadline.
External factors that may affect the decision to use servers during a certain time period
are modeled as a time-varying cost function. The provisioning goal is ensure that all jobs
are completed on time while minimizing the total cost of server usage. Five resource
provisioning heuristic algorithms which adapt to changing workload are presented. The
merit of these heuristics is evaluated by simulation. In our simulation, the job arrival
rate is time-dependent which captures the typical job profile of a batch environment. Our
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With the decreasing in price but increasing processing power of commodity hardware,
server clusters are widely used to execute computationally intensive jobs. In such clusters,
the workload typically changes with time. Some of the servers may therefore have a low
utilization level, even in the “busy hours”. When this happens, servers are over-provisioned
– keeping enough resources to provide the capacity for the occasional peak demand. Over-
provisioning of servers is not economical due to under-utilization of resources. Manual
dynamic resource allocation may help, but it has the drawback that tuning in resource
allocation is usually done over long time intervals on the order of hours or days. Prompt
reactions to unexpected changes in workload are lacking. Therefore, on-demand provision-
ing has received a lot of attention in recent years.
Many studies have been carried out to investigate the use of dynamic server allocation
for clusters. A summary of these studies is provided in Chapter 2. These studies are mostly
concerned with the processing of interactive jobs (e.g., webpage requests). In general,
jobs to be processed may belong to different classes, e.g., interactive jobs and batch jobs.
Due to the differences in workload and performance requirements, provisioning approaches
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designed for interactive clusters are not directly applicable for provisioning in a batch
environment. In the relatively few studies that are related to dynamic server allocation
of batch job clusters, the focus was on the allocation framework [8, 21] and on allocation
between multi-institutional grid clusters [26]. Not much is known concerning dynamic
server allocation within a single cluster.
For batch jobs, the resource provisioning goals are usually related to maximizing through-
put and the fraction of jobs meeting their completion deadlines. In contrast, for interactive
jobs, the provisioning goals are often related to maintaining a certain level of the response
time performance and CPU utilization. Therefore, different performance metrics are used.
In addition, batch jobs may not share processors, i.e., a single processor executes only one
job at a time. Jobs are queued at the scheduler until there is a free processor. This is the
default behaviour of popular batch job schedulers, e.g., Condor [10], PBS [22] and LSF
[18].
Processor allocation incurs a cost which may be a function of time. Consider, for
example, a data centre that hosts both web content and batch job processing services, where
each service is hosted on its own cluster and servers can be migrated between clusters. For
the web content hosting services, the data centre may need to pay a penalty if the response
time percentile exceeds the requirements defined in the service level agreement. As is
known, a web content service usually experiences a higher workload during the day and
a lower workload after midnight. We may wish to discourage the allocation of servers to
the batch job cluster in the daytime and allocate more servers to the web content cluster.
Such discouragement can be expressed in terms of the expected penalty cost. On the
other hand, if the batch jobs do not finish before the required completion deadline, a cost
may also be incurred. The allocation is optimal when the cost is minimized. A second
example is that, in some areas of the world, electricity cost fluctuates every hour and it is
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usually cheaper at night [5]. We may wish to save electricity cost (as well as cooling cost
which largely consists of electricity cost) during the day by using more servers at night. In
such an environment, statically provisioning servers for a batch job cluster would miss the
opportunities for savings. It may be desirable to base deployment decisions on the cost
function in addition to the demand of workload.
To realize the on-demand provisioning, the overall system must be able to react to
changes within a relatively short time. With the use of remote boot images [14], operating
system and application installation time can be as short as 5 minutes. In addition, our work
[29] reported in Chapter 3 shows that addition or removal of servers can be accomplished
in less than one minute. Consequently, server migration from one cluster to another is
totally feasible, even if the operating system is rebuilt from scratch. Additionally, for
energy-conscious clusters, servers can be remotely turned on/off or woken-up/suspended
through the network in seconds. There is no need to keep a cluster with full capacity (all
processors running at full speed) when the workload is light. As a result, more effective
resource utilization can be achieved by migrating idle servers to other clusters, or simply
turning off or suspending the idle servers.
Note that batch jobs have long execution times measured in minutes or hours, so the
number of jobs in the system does not change significantly within a short period of time,
say on the order of minutes. As a result, decision points, where resource allocation decisions
are made, can be scheduled at intervals on the order of 10 minutes. At each decision point,
the system must generate a provisioning decision quickly, using the data collected up to
that point, so that the system with more or fewer servers will operate for a sufficiently long
time before the next decision point is reached.
In this thesis, we are interested in automated resource management for a single batch
job cluster hosted in a server farm. Autonomic systems are typically built upon a log-
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ical loop of three phases: i) Measure, ii) Decide, and iii) Control. Our focus is on the
allocation algorithms used in the Decide phase of the “autonomic loop”. Specifically, five
new algorithms that determine the number of servers needed in a batch job cluster under
different workloads at different times are developed and evaluated. The results will provide
the needed information for server provisioning decisions (i.e., add or remove servers). A
time-varying cost function for server usage is defined. The merit of our algorithms is mea-
sured by the cost incurred to complete all batch jobs by their completion deadline. Our
investigation is restricted to the case where all batch jobs have a common, shared deadline.
Our algorithms use a feed forward approach based on a predictive model of a system.
This model is used to determine the best allocation of resources. It explores all possible
outcomes probabilistically and uses the expected cost as a guide to optimize provisioning
decisions. The feed forward approach is different from other studies based on a feedback
mechanism [11], which is reactive in nature. Feed forward control has been used to optimize
resource allocation in multi-tier web applications [1, 16, 20]. We are interested in testing
the effectiveness of this approach for resource provisioning in batch job clusters.
In practice, batch job clusters are often equipped with third-party batch job schedulers
that are responsible for dispatching jobs to different nodes of the cluster. For batch jobs
with shared deadlines, the impact of the scheduling algorithm is not significant. For sim-
plicity, we use the first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling algorithm in our investigation.
Contrary to reactive approaches used in other studies [2, 23], we use a predictive approach
to estimate the probability of meeting a shared completion deadline for a given number
of servers in the cluster. In general, it is difficult to obtain this probability analytically.
We therefore use simulation. In our simulation, batch job arrivals are characterized by a
job profile and a job’s service time requirement is estimated from job execution history.
Simulation runs are made to pre-compute the probability of meeting the shared deadline,
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which can be used to to make server provisioning decisions at decision points.
This thesis makes the following contributions towards building a batch job cluster that
manages its own resources.
1. New heuristic algorithms are proposed for deciding the number of servers to use in a
cluster at decision points.
2. A time-varying cost function is considered when making resource allocation decisions.
This function models the external factors that affect the number of servers to use in
a cluster.
3. We have included in our model the delay and cost of increasing or decreasing the
number of servers used in the cluster. This is an important factor but omitted in
many of the previous work.
4. An implementation of our algorithms based on FCFS scheduling is shown. The
different performance aspects of our algorithms are validated by simulation.
5. The proposed resource allocation algorithms are applicable to existing batch job
clusters.
1.1 Outline
Chapter 2 discusses related work and organizes it into two categories: provisioning in the
full server utility model and provisioning in the shared server utility model. Chapter 3
shows an architecture and some observations of how dynamic server provisioning can be
achieved in batch job clusters. Chapter 4 presents the design of our algorithms to determine
the number of servers that one should use. In Chapter 5, we present the performance results
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of our algorithms in terms of the total cost. The number of instances where deployments
are made and the issue of scalability are also discussed. Finally in Chapter 6, we conclude
our work and give some directions for future research in the area.
Chapter 2
Related work
Previous work in dynamic resource allocation of server clusters can be classified into the
full server utility model and the shared server utility model. In the shared server utility
model, multiple services are hosted on each server. In contrast, in the full server utility
model, each server offers only one service at a time. The work presented in this thesis
belongs to the full server utility model.
2.1 Provisioning in the full server utility model
2.1.1 Provisioning in a data centre
In a data centre that employs the full server utility model, a cluster is dedicated to run one
application, e.g., webpage hosting, for one customer. Different applications and different
customers do not share the same cluster. This model has been implemented in a commercial
product [12] which supports autonomic server provisioning in data centres. This product
realizes a data centre management method [24] which makes use of virtual LANs and SANs
to partition resources into domains called virtual application environments (VAE). Each
7
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application is run in its own VAE. Servers are allocated to (or de-allocated from) the VAE
according the monitored server utilization.
In [2], a Service-Level-Agreement-based management system is presented. Response
time data are gathered for each application cluster. Addition or removal of servers is
triggered by the violation of the service level agreement defined in terms of response time.
A dynamic resource allocation algorithm to maintain a target cluster-wide average CPU
utilization in a data centre is presented in [23]. This target is attained by acquiring and
releasing servers in response to changes in load. The algorithm presented assumes a linear
relationship between response time and CPU utilization.
A method to provision databases used in dynamic content web servers is shown in
[27]. In the 3-tier architecture, an autonomic manager tier is interposed between the
application server(s) and the database cluster. The autonomic manager tier virtualizes the
database cluster, so that the application server sees a single database. Per workload query
latency is used as a metric to trigger database allocations. When the latency exceeds the
value specified in the Service Level Agreement, extra replicas of the database serving the
workload are created.
All of the above provisioning methods are concerned with managing interactive job
clusters. For such clusters, the provisioning goal is to provide a target response time
percentile with as few resources as possible; response time and CPU utilization are popular
metrics.
2.1.2 Provisioning in a grid environment
Resource provisioning in a grid environment for workflows that consist of batch jobs with
execution dependencies has been presented in [26]. The objective of that work is to min-
imize the completion time of workflows. Resource provisioning is done by advance reser-
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vation at different grid sites in order to minimize the waiting time of batch jobs in the
grid.
Another example of grid provisioning is Cluster-on-Demand (COD), a cluster operating
system framework for mixed-use clusters [8, 21]. COD introduces the concept of a virtual
cluster, which is a functionally isolated group of servers. A key element of COD is a protocol
to resize virtual clusters dynamically by making use of the Sun GridEngine (SGE) [28],
a batch job scheduler for grids. Physical servers can be added to (or removed from) the
virtual cluster by linking to (or delinking from) the SGE. Provisioning decisions are made
by a Virtual Cluster Manager (VCM) based on some pre-specified metrics or policies.
2.2 Provisioning in the shared server utility model
In the shared server utility model, servers are shared among different customer priority
classes. Generally, higher priority class customers require a lower response time percentile.
Each server may run more than one kind of services, e.g., webpage hosting and database
hosting. The services hosted are interactive jobs which share the CPU simultaneously.
Dynamic provisioning systems of this type can be categorized by their provisioning goals:
maintaining the quality of service, maximizing the profit from customers, and minimizing
the electricity cost.
Maintaining the quality of service. The general objective to maintain the quality of
service (QoS) is to deliver better services to higher priority classes of customers without
over-sacrificing low priority classes. A certain amount resources is reserved to the lower
priority classes to avoid over-sacrificing. In [3, 30], algorithms for providing differential
service to customers of different priority classes are presented. These algorithms control,
for each server, the amount of CPU time allocated to each customer. CPU allocation in
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[3] is achieved by techniques discussed in [4], which work at kernel level of the operating
system. In contrast, the work reported in [30] is at the level of the operating system API.
In [32], the QoS for different customer requests is maintained by a scheduling algorithm
at the network switch. Servers in the cluster are dynamically partitioned to serve different
requests according to the workload and priority.
Maximizing the profit from customers. In our discussion, profit refers to the amount
of economic benefit gained by the data centre by serving requests in a timely fashion. It is
often defined in the service level agreement (SLA) in terms of response time performance.
SLAs of higher priority classes guarantee a shorter response time, but incur a higher cost
to the customers. For the data centre, revenue is gained by satisfying the SLAs, and a
penalty is paid otherwise. In [25, 31] a decentralized approach that schedules requests
of different priority inside the request queues of each server is discussed. In comparison,
algorithms presented in [15, 17] make use of the network switch or gateway to partition
the cluster resources.
Minimizing the electricity cost. Energy-conscious systems are concerned with saving
electricity by using the smallest possible amount of CPU power. In [6], it was mentioned
that the CPU is the largest consuming component for typical web servers. Energy-saving
can be achieved by directing requests to a minimal active set of servers at the network
switch and keeping idle servers in low-power states [7]. Authors of [9] further refines
the techniques by enabling CPUs to operate at different frequencies, which are linearly
proportional to energy consumption and inversely proportion to the response time of the
system.
As a summary, resource sharing in the shared server utility model is mainly implemented
by two mechanisms: server multiplexing and switch redirection. Server multiplexing refers
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to multiplexing server resources (CPU time) among the hosted applications. Kernel mod-
ification is usually required. Switch redirection refers to redirecting different requests to
different logical groups of servers inside a cluster by a network switch.
2.3 A general resource provisioning framework
The IBM Tivoli Intelligent Orchestrator (TIO) [13] is an autonomic engine that orchestrates
resources of a data centre among different application clusters. As described in [19], it
consists of four core components: data acquisition engine, objective analyzer, resource
broker, and deployment engine. The decision cycle of TIO is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The data acquisition engine collects performance data (e.g., CPU utilization) from the
monitored application cluster. The data is input to the objective analyzer which compares
the data to the service level objective of that application. It also calculates the probability
of breaching (PoB) the service level objective and this probability is reported to the resource
broker. The resource broker makes resource allocation decisions according to the received
PoB values of different application clusters. Finally, server deployment or removal is carried
out by the deployment engine. In TIO, users can implement their own objective analyzer
that estimates PoB using different metrics, e.g., transactions per second in the case of
database clusters.





















to/from the server cluster
Figure 2.1: Decision cycle of TIO
Chapter 3
Performance measurement of server
deployment and removal
3.1 Overall approach
Autonomic systems usually implement a logical loop consisting of three phases: i) Measure,
ii) Decide, and iii) Control (see Figure 3.1). The loop is performed periodically. In this
thesis, we are interested in the Decide phase for a batch job cluster where server nodes can
be dynamically added or removed. In the Measure phase, state information such as the
number of jobs and the number of servers in the system is measured. For the Decide phase,
heuristic algorithms for dynamic resource provisioning are developed. These algorithms
compute the information required for provisioning decisions, using the data obtained in
the Measure phase as input. The algorithms then decide whether to change the number
of servers deployed in the cluster or not. In the Control phase, the system implements the
change, if any.
An important requirement for the Control phase to work properly is that the delay to
13
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Figure 3.1: The 3 phases of the “autonomic loop”
add a server to or remove a server from the cluster is not excessive. In this chapter, we
implement a proof-of-concept prototype that supports autonomic resource provisioning and
use this prototype to obtain measurement data regarding the delay in server deployment
or removal.
3.2 Proof-of concept prototype
The architecture of our prototype is based on TIO, as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Our
prototype is capable of provisioning heterogeneous server nodes in a cluster. It extends the
four core components of TIO described in Section 2.3. A fifth component, the job history
database, is added to facilitate implementation. The details of these five components are
described below.
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Figure 3.2: Prototype architecture
3.2.1 Data acquisition engine
The data acquisition engine collects data from the cluster. These include job arrival rate,
queue length, job history, configuration of server node and their resource status (e.g.,
processor utilization, memory usage, disk usage and response time). The data acquisition
engine periodically reports the resource status to the objective analyzer and the objective
analyzer stores the data in the job history database.
3.2.2 Job history database
The job history database stores data such as the job submission time, waiting time, pro-
cessing time, completion time, execution server and other job details. These data will be
used as input when there is a need to predict workload parameters such as arrival rate and
service time.
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3.2.3 Objective analyzer
The objective analyzer periodically computes the probability of breaching the service level
requirement as a function of the number of servers deployed. This probability of breach
(PoB) is reported to the resource broker. At the objective analyzer, the data in the job
history database are used to estimate the future workload. This estimated workload and
the current performance data reported by the data acquisition engine are used as input to
compute the PoB. For our prototype, the service level requirement is related to completion
of batch jobs before deadline.
3.2.4 Resource broker
The resource broker receives the PoB periodically from the objective analyzer. When
the PoB reported is higher than the threshold defined in reference to the service level
agreement, one or more servers may be deployed. On the other hand, if the PoB is below
the threshold, one or more servers may be removed. The resource broker determines when
the cluster should be allocated more or fewer server nodes.
3.2.5 Deployment engine
The deployment engine carries out the deployment (or removal) of servers as per decisions
by the resource broker. For ease of implementation, we use an existing job scheduler called
the Condor scheduler. One way to deploy (or remove) servers from the cluster is to link
(or delink) the server to the job scheduler. Once the node is linked, the scheduler will
dispatch jobs to the newly linked node according to its scheduling algorithm. When the
node is delinked, the scheduler will stop dispatching jobs to the delinked node.















Figure 3.3: Experiment environment
3.3 Performance measurement
We have implemented a prototype based on the architecture described above. Our pro-
totype is shown in Figure 3.3. This cluster consists of one server initially. The Condor
scheduler and the data acquisition engine are hosted at this node. There is one other server
in the resource pool. This server can be allocated if required.
The data acquisition engine reports the following data every five seconds to the TIO
server, which runs on a separate machine: number of jobs in queue, job arrival rate,
and service time of completed jobs. Information collected through the Condor scheduler
includes the current queue length, and submission and completion time of all arrived jobs.
Arrival rate and service time are then calculated based on the reported information from
the queries.
An objective analyzer designed for batched jobs with a common completion deadline
was implemented and installed in the TIO server. The resource broker provided by TIO
was modified such that it would understand the probability of breach reported by the
objective analyzer. The deployment engine deploys or removes server nodes by linking or
delinking the nodes to the Condor scheduler.
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In our experiment, a workload profile is used to specify the arrival rate of batch jobs as
a function of time. Based on this profile, a load generator creates batch jobs and submits
them to the scheduler. The service requirement of each arriving job is estimated using
data in the job history database. The batch jobs are executed at the cluster according to
the algorithm used by the Condor scheduler.
We used a simple approach to calculate PoB in the objective analyzer. PoB is defined
to be the predicted fraction of jobs missing deadline. The predicted values are obtained
by simulating a batch cluster.
By experimenting with our prototype, we found that the Condor scheduler took about
25 seconds to add a server node, but required about 30 seconds to remove a node. Overhead
is incurred when a server node is added or removed because the server is not able to execute
jobs during this time. Since batch jobs usually have a long run time (much larger than
30 seconds) and the common deadline could be as late as the next morning, an overhead
of 25 to 30 seconds is not significant. In our resource pool, we assume that nodes already
have all the required software pre-installed to process jobs. If the nodes to be added do not
meet the software pre-requisite, additional software should be installed by the deployment
engine before linking the nodes to the scheduler. In practice, different clusters may require
a different set of software or operating system for their nodes. In that case, software or
operating system images are usually prepared for nodes that are shared among the clusters.
Upon server deployment, the images can be loaded to the nodes through the network in
an efficient manner.
Moreover, the Condor scheduler enables checkpointing of jobs. The status of jobs is
automatically monitored and stored in a checkpoint server. Since a server may be migrated
out of the cluster when it is processing a job, checkpointing allows the job to be migrated
to another server without wasting the CPU time invested. For batch job clusters where
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checkpointing is not available, a server may need to finish the current job before it can be
removed, incurring a higher delay in removal.
3.4 Remarks
The objective of this thesis is to design and evaluate algorithms for autonomic resource
provisioning in a batch job cluster. The prototype provided valuable information on the
delay required to add or remove a processor node. This information will be useful in
algorithm design. However, the prototype is implemented on a cluster of two server nodes.
This is not suitable for scenarios where it is desirable to deploy more than two servers.




Heuristic algorithms for dynamic
resource provisioning
4.1 Performance model
In this section, we present our algorithms for autonomic resource provisioning in a batch
job cluster.
We first develop a performance model that will be used in our investigation. In this
model, the batch job cluster is assumed to be dynamically configurable with at least pmin ≥
1 and at most pmax servers. These servers are identical and have the same capacity with
respect to processing batch jobs. Each server is assumed to execute only one batch job
at a time. This assumption is consistent with the default behaviour of popular batch job
schedulers, e.g., Condor [10], PBS [22] and LSF [18]. It follows that batch jobs do not
share processors and jobs are queued at the scheduler until there is a free processor.
The operation of the batch cluster is organized in job processing periods. The activities
within a period are illustrated in Figure 4.1. At the beginning of the period (or time 0),
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the cluster consists of pmin clusters. The time unit corresponds to time interval between
decision points. The decision points therefore occur at time = 1, 2, . . .. Submission of
batch jobs happens in the job submission period only. This period starts at time 0 and
ends at time u, the submission deadline. All batch jobs are assumed to have a common
deadline which occurs at time d. This is referred to as the shared deadline. Our objective
is to keep the probability that all jobs are finished by time d not smaller than that specified
by the service level agreement. The issue of how jobs not meeting the deadline are handled
is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Maintaining the service level agreement regarding the completion deadline has a higher
priority than reducing cost. We thus consider a service level agreement that specifies all
jobs are completed on time. Once there is a lack of confidence that all jobs will be finished
on time, servers should be added to the cluster. Note that the cluster cannot have more
than pmax servers. Therefore, no further server can be added when pmax is reached. Since
there is no job arrival after the submission deadline, we expect that some servers can be
removed when the number of jobs in the system is less than the number of servers. In our
model, even when there is no job in the system, the number of servers in the cluster is at
least pmin.
We assume that the arrival rate of jobs is time-dependent during the job submission
period and that the service time of jobs is independent and exponentially distributed.
Three time periods are defined when a server is deployed: “deployment period → usage
period → removal period” (see Figure 4.2). The deployment period (denoted by r1) starts
when a decision is made to add one or more servers. It models the time required to load the
necessary software and configurations in order to add one or more servers to the cluster.
The length of the deployment period is not affected by the number of servers to be added
at the same time. Jobs are not processed by the additional servers during this period. The
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Figure 4.1: Job processing period
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Figure 4.2: Server deployment period
usage period models the time period during which the newly added servers are used to
process jobs. The removal period (denoted by r2) starts when a decision is made to remove
one or more servers. It models the time required to remove the servers from the cluster.
We assume that job checkpointing is enabled, so waiting for the current job to finish before
server removal is not required.
Servers are added or removed during a job processing period. An example of the number
of servers in the cluster throughout a job processing period is shown in Figure 4.3. Once
the deployment period starts, the additional servers are considered part of the cluster until
the end of the removal period.
Each server has an identical cost function ct that gives the instantaneous cost at time
instant t for keeping the server in the cluster. The cost function may be time-varying; an




Figure 4.3: An example of the number of servers in a cluster throughout a job processing
period
example is depicted in Figure 4.4. A server is considered to be in use from the start of the
deployment period to the end of the removal period (see Figure 4.2). Let pt be the number




[ct × pt] dt (4.1)
The merit of our resource provisioning algorithms is evaluated with respect to C.
4.2 Simple heuristic algorithms
We first propose two heuristic algorithm resource provisioning algorithms that do not
take the cost function into account, but aim at finishing all jobs by the deadline. By
comparing the performance of these algorithms with those that take into consideration
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Figure 4.4: An example of a cost function throughout a job processing period
the cost function (to be defined in Section 4.3), the benefits of using cost-function-based
algorithms can be assessed.
4.2.1 Heuristic Algorithm 1: Threshold-responding deployment
heuristic algorithm
This algorithm makes deployment decisions based on an estimated percentage of jobs that
are completed on time. Recall that pt is the number of servers used at time t. Let nt be
the number of jobs at time t. Consider a decision point at time s. Measured data for ns
and ps are obtained at the Measure phase. At the Decide phase, we determine whether
we are confident that all jobs will be finished on time if no change is made to the number
server used. If there is insufficient confidence, extra servers are needed. On the other
hand, servers are removed if we can achieve the required level of confidence by using fewer
servers.
Since our performance model is stochastic in nature, it may not be possible to achieve
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a 100% probability that all jobs are completed on time (e.g., with a very small probability,
the service time of a job may be sufficiently long that the deadline is missed even though
execution of this job is started immediately). We therefore use the following condition to
reflect the service level agreement:
Pr[all jobs are finished on time] > y% (4.2)
where y is very close to 100 (in this thesis, we use y = 99.99).
Suppose the same number of servers, say p, is used from time s to time d. A larger ns
would mean a smaller probability that all existing and future jobs are completed before
the shared deadline d. Let gs(p) be the largest value of ns such that this probability is
larger than or equal to y%. gs(p) is obtained as the solution to the following relations:
Pr[nd = 0|ns = gs(p) and pi = p for s ≤ i ≤ d] ≥ y% (4.3)
and
Pr[nd = 0|ns = gs(p) + 1 and pi = p for s ≤ i ≤ d] < y% (4.4)
In general, using more servers means having more processing capacity and should lead
to a higher probability that all jobs are completed on time. We thus expect gs(p) to be a
non-decreasing function of p. At decision point s, let vs be the minimum number of servers
required to achieve a y% confidence in finishing all jobs by time d.
vs = p such that ns ≤ gs(p) and ns > gs(p− 1) (4.5)
At the Decide phase, the decision to change the number of servers from ps to vs. The
algorithm that implements this decision (Heuristic Algorithm 1) is shown below.
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Algorithm 1 Heuristic Algorithm 1: Threshold-responding deployment heuristic algo-
rithm
Ensure: The number of servers to add or remove. Positive return value means add,
negative means remove, 0 means no change.
1: Determine vs from Equation 4.5.
2: if vs > pmax then
3: vs = pmax
4: else if vs < pmin then
5: vs = pmin
6: end if
7: return vs − ps
4.2.2 Heuristic Algorithm 2: Delayed threshold-responding de-
ployment heuristic algorithm
Heuristic Algorithm 2 is a variant of Heuristic Algorithm 1. The motivation is to minimize
the fluctuation in the number of servers used. This is accomplished by delaying the removal
decision. Specifically, a decision to remove servers is carried out only if the condition for
removal (i.e., vs − ps < 0) is met for two consecutive decision points. This algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2.
4.2.3 Method to determine vs
We note from the descriptions of Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2 that we need to determine
vs. vs, as defined in Equation 4.5, is a function of gs(p) and ns. We must therefore first
determine gs(p). This is accomplished by simulating a single queue, multiple server model
with FCFS discipline. The inputs to the simulation are:
• n: number of jobs at time s
• p: number of servers in the cluster when time s is reached
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Algorithm 2 Heuristic Algorithm 2: Delayed threshold-responding deployment heuristic
algorithm
Ensure: The number of servers to add or remove. Positive return value means add,
negative means remove, 0 means no change.
1: Determine vs from Equation 4.5.
2: if vs > pmax then
3: vs = pmax
4: else if vs < pmin then
5: vs = pmin
6: end if
7: if vs ≥ ps or (vs−1 < ps−1 and vs < ps) then




• Arrival rate of batch jobs is based on a job profile, which may be time-varying. An
example is given in Figure 4.5, where time 7 represents the submission deadline.
• Service time is exponentially distributed
We run the simulation for a large number of runs from time s to d for different com-
binations of n and p. We assume that each server starts processing a new job at time s.
We collect data for the fraction of runs that all jobs are completed by the deadline. This
fraction (denoted by Qs(p, n)) is used as an estimate for the probability that all jobs are
completed by the deadline. gs(p) then is given by the value of n such that Qs(p, n) ≥ y%
and Qs(p, n + 1) < y% (see Equations 4.3 and 4.4). We use a binary search to obtain the
value of gs(p) at time s. The initial minimum number of jobs to try is 0 and the maximum
number is:
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Figure 4.5: An example of an arrival profile
For a given p, the complexity to find values of gs(p) for different s is O(d ln γ), where d is
the total number of decision points and γ is given by Equation 4.6.
The above procedure allows us to pre-compute gs(p) for different combinations of p and
s. At the Decide phase, gs(p) can simply be obtained by a table-lookup.
4.3 Cost-aware resource allocation algorithms
In this section, we present two additional heuristic algorithms which aim at minimizing
the total cost (as defined in Equation 4.1) and finishing all jobs on time. This requirement
is again written as Pr[all jobs are finished by the deadline] > y% (y = 99.99). At decision
point s, we need to determine ls, the number of servers that would yield the lowest expected
cost if this number of servers is used from time s to s + 1. The decision is then to change
the number of servers from ps to ls.
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4.3.1 Preliminary remarks
The following results are useful in our analysis of estimated cost:
• We note from the discussions in Section 4.2.1 that we can determine, for decision
point s, the value of gs(p), which is the largest value of ns such that Pr[all jobs are
finished by the deadline] > y% (y = 99.99) given that p servers are used from time
s to d.
• Once the submission deadline (at time u) has been reached, there are no more job
arrivals. Some of the servers will be idle if the number of servers is larger than the
number of jobs in the cluster. So, at decision point s, u ≤ s < d, the maximum
number of servers needed (denoted as ws) is not more than ns.
1 Since we must have
at least pmin and cannot have more than pmax servers in the cluster, we can write,
ws = min{pmax, max{pmin, n}} for u ≤ s < d. (4.7)
4.3.2 Analysis of estimated cost
We define an estimated cost which will provide the needed information to determine ls for
s < d− 1, as follows:
Ls(p, n) = estimated cost from s to d given that the values of
ns and ps at decision point s are n and p respectively. (4.8)
In this subsection, we discuss how to find Ls(p, n). Note that ps refers to the number of
servers when time s is reached. Analytic results for ls, where s < d− 1, will be presented
1Note that we may use fewer servers than the maximum number of servers needed.
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in Sections 4.3.3 when we describe our heuristic algorithms.
Ls(p, n) can be obtained recursively backwards; the base case being s = d− 1.
Base case
For s = d− 1, Ld−1(p, n) has 3 components.
1. The first component is the cost of using ld−1 servers from time d − 1 to d. This is
given by ld−1×
∫ d
d−1 ct dt. For the special case of s = d−1, ld−1 can be determined by
the nd−1. Since there are no more future decision points, we must use enough servers
to ensure that Pr[completing the nd−1 jobs on time] > y%. Note that one server can
finish more than one jobs from time d−1 to d, a smaller number of servers than wd−1
may be sufficient. We thus have:
ld−1 = min{wd−1, α} (4.9)
where α is the solution to the following relations:
nd−1 ≤ gd−1(α) and nd−1 > gd−1(α− 1)
2. The second component refers to the cost associated with removing servers. Each
removed server incurs a cost of
∫ d−1+r2
d−1 ct dt because a server to be removed is not
released until the end of the removal period which has length r2.
3. The third component is the expected penalty of missing the job deadline. Suppose,
for any job, the cost of missing the deadline is P . We assume that P is given by:
P = x× cmax (4.10)
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where x is the mean service time, and cmax = maxt=0,...,d ct.
A maximum value of ct is used because the objective is to finish the job by the
deadline, and the use of cmax in Equation 4.10 will ensure that this objective is met.
If P < x × cmax, leaving a job unfinished may incur a lower expected cost than
processing it, which is not practical.
Recall that nd is the number of jobs at deadline d (these jobs have missed the dead-
line). The value of nd, say m, is affected by n, the value of ns at s = d − 1. Let
ks(q, n, m) be the probability that ns+1 = m given that ns = n and q servers are
used from s to s + 1. Note that q may be different from p because servers may be
added or removed at decision point s. For the base case, ld−1 servers are used from
time d − 1 to d. Pr[m jobs missing deadline (or nd = m)] = kd−1(ld−1, n, m). Since
each job incurs a penalty P , the total penalty of m jobs missing the deadline is mP .
Summing over all possible values of m, the expected penalty is:
∞∑
m=0
kd−1(ld−1, n, m)mP (4.11)
Combining the three components discussed above, we have for the base case:
Ld−1(p, n) = ld−1 ×
∫ d
d−1




kd−1(ld−1, n, m)mP (4.12)
where
L∗ =
0 if ld−1 ≥ p (i.e., servers are added or no change),(p− ld−1)× ∫ d−1+r2d−1 ct dt if ld−1 < p (i.e., servers are removed).
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Recursive relationship between Ls and Ls+1
We distinguish between two cases: s < u (before submission deadline) and s ≥ u (at or
after submission deadline). Consider case 1. Ls(p, n) can be obtained as follows. Suppose
at decision point s, the number of servers is changed from p to some other value q (no
change if p = q). To characterize q, we note that if n ≥ gs(pmax), we do not have sufficient
confidence that all jobs will be completed on time. We therefore use the maximum number
of processors available; it follows that q = pmax.
On the other hand, if n < gs(pmax), the value of q that yields the minimum Ls(p, n)
will be selected. Define an auxiliary function Ms(p, q, n) which is the estimated cost from
s to d given n jobs at time s and the number of servers used is changed from p to q at time
s. Ms(p, q, n) is the sum of:
1. the cost of using q servers from time s to s + 1,
2. the estimated cost from time s + 1 to d, and
3. the cost associated with adding or removing servers at time s, depending on whether
q > p or q < p.
We thus have






ks(q, n, m)× Ls+1(q, m) + M∗ (4.13)
where
M∗ =
0 if q > p,(p− q)× ∫ s+r2
s
ct dt if q ≤ p.
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The relationship between Ls and Ls+1 can now be written as:
Ls(p, n) =
minq=pmin,...,pmax Ms(p, q, n) if n < gs(pmax),Ms(p, pmax, n) if n ≥ gs(pmax). (4.14)
We next consider case 2, i.e., s ≥ u. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the maximum
number of servers needed after the submission deadline (time u) is ws. Therefore, we use
ws instead of pmax servers if ns ≥ gs(pmax). Hence, for s ≥ u, Ls(p, n) can be written as:
Ls(p, n) =
minq=pmin,...,ws Ms(p, q, n) if n < gs(pmax),Ms(p, ws, n) if n ≥ gs(pmax). (4.15)
This completes our analysis of the estimated cost Ls(p, n).
4.3.3 Heuristic Algorithm 3: Cost-aware deployment heuristic
algorithm
The key step of our cost-aware deployment heuristic algorithm is to determine ls for s =
1, . . . , d−1. When s = d−1, analytic results for ld−1 have been presented in Section 4.3.1.
Specifically, ld−1 is given by Equation 4.9.
Consider next the case s < d−1. For a given Ls(p, n), ls can be obtained from Equations
4.14 and 4.15. There are two subcases: s < u and s ≥ u. For s < u,
ls =
q
∗ if n < gs(pmax),
pmax if n ≥ gs(pmax)
(4.16)
where M(p, q∗, n) = minq=pmin,...,pmax M(p, q, n).
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For s ≥ u,
ls =
q
∗ if n < gs(pmax),
ws if n ≥ gs(pmax)
(4.17)
where M(p, q∗, n) = minq=pmin,...,ws M(p, q, n).
Once ls has been determined, decision to add or remove servers is made as follows.
1. Add ls − ps servers if ls > ps
2. Remove ps − ls servers if ls < ps
3. Otherwise: no change
This is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Heuristic Algorithm 3: Cost-aware deployment heuristic algorithm
Ensure: The number of servers to add or remove. Positive return value means add,
negative means remove, 0 means no change.
1: At decision point s, use the measured values of ps and ns (denoted by p and n) as
input to determine ls from Equations 4.9, 4.16 and 4.17.
2: return ls − p
4.3.4 Method to compute Ls(p, n)
In this section, we discuss how we may compute Ls(p, n). Based on the results in Section
4.3.2, Ls(p, n) can be computed backwards from s = d− 1. This computation is shown in
Algorithm 4. We note from Equations 4.12, 4.14 and 4.15 that Ls(p, n) and the auxiliary
function Ms(p, q, n) are expressed in terms of ks(q, n, m). We must therefore first determine
ks(q, n, m). Recall that ks(q, n, m) is the probability that ns+1 = m given that ns = n and
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm for computing Ls(p, n)
1: Initialize Ld−1(p, n) for pmin ≤ p ≤ pmax, 0 ≤ n ≤ gd−1(pmax).
2: for s = d− 2 to 1 do
3: for n = 0 to gs(pmax) do
4: for p = pmin to pmax do




q servers are used from s to s + 1. ks(q, n, m) can be determined by using the simulation
described in Section 4.2.3. To reduce the amount of computation, we estimate the values
ks(q, n, m) as follows.
• We run the simulation from 1,000 time 0 to d for each different value of q. The
number of jobs at time 0 is set to a large number such that the number of jobs in the
system does not fall below q throughout the simulation. Our experience shows that
a sufficiently large value is given by: pmax× dmean service time × 2. From the simulation,
we determine Ds as the largest recorded decrease in number of jobs from s to s + 1
(Ds = 0 if no decrease is recorded) for s = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1.
Let Rs = q + Ds. For ns ≥ Rs, we assume that the number of jobs from time s to
s + 1 is at least q. When this happens, the change in number of jobs from time s to
s+1 is independent of ns. Let δ̃s = ns+1−ns. During the simulation, we collect data
for the probability distribution of δ̃s for s = 0, 1, . . . , d− 1. For n ≥ Rs, we estimate
ks(q, n, n + δ) by Pr[δ̃s = δ].
• For n < Rs, we run a special simulation from time s to time s + 1 with all possible
combinations of decision point s, number of servers q and number of jobs n. For each
combination, data is collected for the probability distribution of ks(q, n, m).
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The above procedure allows us to pre-compute ks(q, n, m) for all combinations of s, q, n
and m. These results are then used to compute Ls(p, n).
Ls(p, n) is also pre-computed. Once values for ks(q, n, m) are available, the steps out-
lined in Algorithm 4 can be used to compute Ls(p, n).
In our computation of Ls(p, n), the following method is used to improve efficiency. At
the beginning of the job processing period, the number of jobs in the system is expected to
be small. Suppose a number Ks can be found such that Pr[ns > Ks] ≈ 0. Then, instead of
pre-computing all values of Ls(p, n) or L
′
s(p, n) from n = 0 to gs(pmax), we can pre-compute
only the values from n = 0 to min{gs(pmax), Ks}, which would save time. Ks can be set to
be the summation of the maximum increase in jobs between every two consecutive decision
points from time 0 to s observed in the simulation to obtain ks(q, n, m).
To compute Ls(p, n), the time complexity is O(dJG), where d is the total number of
decision points from time 0 to the deadline, J = pmax − pmin and G = maxd−1s=0 gs(pmax).
Note that the amount of computation can be excessive for large values of J and G. In this
regard, we introduce two modified version of Heuristic Algorithm 3, designed to reduce the
amount of computation required. They are referred to as Heuristic Algorithms 4 and 5; it
will be described in the next two sections.
4.3.5 Heuristic Algorithm 4: Cost-aware deployment heuristic
algorithm with modified Ls
Consider the computation of Ls(p, n). The modified version of Heuristic Algorithm 3 is
based on the following observation. Let β be the number of servers used between s and
s + 1 given that ns = n− 1. Intuitively, when ns = n, the number of servers needed (or ls)
should be no less than β. Therefore, in the calculation of Ls(p, n) in Equations 4.14 and
4.15, instead of finding the minimum of Ms(p, q, n) from pmin to pmax servers, we find the
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minimum from β to pmax servers. The amount of computation is reduced because fewer
combinations of p and n are needed.
Similar to Equations 4.14 and 4.15, the estimated cost for Heuristic Algorithm 4 (de-
noted by L′s(p, n)) for the case s < d− 1 can be written as follows:
Case 1: s < u
L′s(p, n) =
minq=β,...,pmax Ms(p, q, n) if n < gs(pmax),Ms(p, pmax, n) if n ≥ gs(pmax). (4.18)
Case 2: s ≥ u
L′s(p, n) =
minq=β,...,ws Ms(p, q, n) if n < gs(pmax),Ms(p, ws, n) if n ≥ gs(pmax). (4.19)
For Heuristic Algorithm 4, let l′s be the number of servers that would yield the lowest
estimated cost if this number of servers is used from time s to s+1. As discussed in Section
4.3.3, the key step of our cost-aware deployment heuristic algorithm is to determine l′s for
s = 1, . . . , d−1. When s = d−1, l′d−1 = ld−1 which is given by Equation 4.9. For s < d−1,
l′s can be obtained by a straightforward modification of Equations 4.16 and 4.17, i.e.,
For s < u,
l′s =
q
∗ if n < gs(pmax),
pmax if n ≥ gs(pmax)
(4.20)
where Ms(p, q
∗, n) = minq=β,...,pmax Ms(p, q, n).
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For s ≥ u,
l′s =
q
∗ if n < gs(pmax),
ws if n ≥ gs(pmax)
(4.21)
where Ms(p, q
∗, n) = minq=β,...,ws Ms(p, q, n).
Once l′s has been determined, the decision to add or remove servers is made as follows.
1. Add l′s − ps servers if l′s > ps
2. Remove ps − l′s servers if l′s < ps
3. Otherwise: no change
This is shown in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5 Heuristic Algorithm 4: Cost-aware deployment heuristic algorithm with
modified Ls
Ensure: The number of servers to add or remove. Positive return value means add,
negative means remove, 0 means no change.
1: At decision point s, use the measured values of ps and ns (denoted by p and n) as
input to determine l′s from Equations 4.9, 4.20 and 4.21.
2: return l′s − p
4.3.6 Heuristic Algorithm 5: Cost-aware deployment heuristic
algorithm with modified Ms
Consider the computation of Ms(p, q, n). This modified version of Heuristic Algorithm 3 is
based on the following observation. In Ms(p, q, n) (Equation 4.13), since r2 is far shorter
than a decision interval, M∗ may not be significant. Recall that we need to try different
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values of p when we estimate Ls, and p is only used in finding M
∗. If we set M∗ to be
zero, the complexity of computing Ls can be reduced from O(dJG) given in to O(dG).
We define the new Ms function where M
∗ is zero as M ′s(p, q, n).






ks(q, n, m)× Ls+1(q, m) (4.22)
Similar to Equations 4.14 and 4.15, the estimated cost for Heuristic Algorithm 5(de-
noted by L′′s(p, n)) for the case s < d− 1 can be written as follows:




s(p, q, n) if n < gs(pmax),
M ′s(p, pmax, n) if n ≥ gs(pmax).
(4.23)




s(p, q, n) if n < gs(pmax),
M ′s(p, ws, n) if n ≥ gs(pmax).
(4.24)
For Heuristic Algorithm 5, let l′′s be the number of servers that would yield the lowest
estimated cost if this number of servers is used from time s to s + 1. When s = d − 1,
l′′d−1 = ld−1 which is given by Equation 4.9. For s < d − 1, l′′s can be obtained by a
straightforward modification of Equations 4.16 and 4.17, i.e.,
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For s < u,
l′′s =
q
∗ if n < gs(pmax),
pmax if n ≥ gs(pmax)
(4.25)
where M ′s(p, q
∗, n) = minq=pmin,...,pmax M
′
s(p, q, n).
For s ≥ u,
l;′s =
q
∗ if n < gs(pmax),
ws if n ≥ gs(pmax)
(4.26)
where M ′s(p, q
∗, n) = minq=pmin,...,ws M
′
s(p, q, n).
Once l′′s has been determined, the decision to add or remove servers is made as follows.
1. Add l′′s − ps servers if l′′s > ps
2. Remove ps − l′′s servers if l′′s < ps
3. Otherwise: no change
This is shown in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 Heuristic Algorithm 5: Cost-aware deployment heuristic algorithm with
modified Ms
Ensure: The number of servers to add or remove. Positive return value means add,
negative means remove, 0 means no change.
1: At decision point s, use the measured values of ps and ns (denoted by p and n) as
input to determine l′′s from Equations 4.9, 4.25 and 4.26.




In this chapter, the merit of the five heuristic resource provisioning algorithms developed
in the last chapter is evaluated by simulation. Our evaluation is based on the total cost of
executing submitted batch jobs in a processing period, as defined in Equation 4.1.
5.1 Job processing period
In our simulation study, the job processing period under consideration is for a 24-hour
day (see Figure 5.1). Decision points are 15 minutes apart. The time unit is therefore 15
minutes. The job processing period under consideration is for a 24-hour day. This period
starts at 8am (time 0). The submission deadline is set to 12 midnight, i.e., u = 64. The
completion deadline is at 7am the next morning, i.e., d = 92.
5.1.1 Arrival time profile
During the batch job submission period, the job arrival rate is time dependent. More
jobs arrive in the middle of the submission period (time 32) and fewer jobs arrive at the
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Figure 5.1: Job processing period used in experiments
two ends (time 0 and 64). Our approach to generate job arrivals that fit this profile is as
follows.
We first define a quadratic function a(x) given by:
a(x) = 2.0− 1.04167× 10−4x + 1.80845× 10−9x2 (5.1)
a(x) is obtained by linear least squares curve fitting, given the following data points: a(x)
= 2, 0.5 and 2 when x is 0, 28,800 and 57,600, respectively1. This function is depicted in
Figure 5.2. It represents smaller interarrival times at x = 28,800 and larger interarrival
times at the two ends of the submission period (x = 0 and x = 57,600). a(x) will be used
to generate job interarrival times. The algorithm is as follows:
1. Let x be the last generated arrival time, which is initialized to 0.
2. A random variate z for the exponential distribution with mean equals to 480 seconds
is generated.
3. Arrival time of next job is obtained as z × a(x) + x.












Figure 5.2: a(x) from x = 0 to x = 57, 600
4. x is incremented by the z × a(x).
5. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated until the generated arrival time (given by x) is larger than
the submission deadline at 57,600 seconds. This last arrival is discarded and no more
arrivals will be generated from this point on.
All the arrival times are stored in the job arrival profile. As an example, we generated
1,000 streams of job arrivals and collected data for the histogram of the job arrival times
(measured from time 0) for each stream. The average, over all streams, of the collected
data for these histograms is shown in Figure 5.3. For this example, the mean interarrival
time is 394.17 seconds and its standard deviation is 33.69 seconds. The mean number of
arrivals over the job processing period is 145.27 with standard deviation of 12.17.





















Figure 5.3: Number of arrivals at different arrival times
5.1.2 Other assumptions
The job service times are generated based on an exponential distribution with mean equal
to 1,200 seconds (or 20 minutes). We assume that first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling
is used for the cluster. The reason for using FCFS is convenience in simulation. Other
scheduling disciplines can also be used with our resource provisioning algorithms. In our
experiments, pmin = 1 and the time between resource provisioning decisions is 900 seconds
(or 15 minutes). pmax = 5 unless stated otherwise.
5.2 Pre-computing gs(p) and Ls(p, n)
Our algorithms require that we pre-compute the following parameters:
• gs(p) – the largest value of ns such that the probability of finishing all jobs by the
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deadline is larger than or equal to y%, where y = 99.99 and p servers are used from
time s to d, for s = 0 to d and p = pmin to pmax
• Ls(p, n) – the estimated cost from s to d given that the values of ns and ps at decision
point s are n and p respectively, for s = 1 to d− 1 and p = pmin to pmax. Note that
to get Ls(p, n), we need to first compute ks(q, n, m) – the probability that ns+1 = m
given that ns = n and q servers are used from s to s + 1, for s = 0 to d, q = pmin to
pmax, n = 0 to Rs, and m = 0 to infinity.
Methods to compute these two sets of parameters have been discussed in Sections 4.2.3
and 4.3.6, respectively.
5.3 Cost functions
Cost functions are used to model certain periods of time which we want to discourage the
use of servers by the batch job cluster. Since we don’t limit the shape of the cost function
in the design of our heuristic algorithms, we therefore compare their performance with
respect to different types of cost functions to see how well they can adapt. Although the
cost functions chosen are artificial, they can provide insights in the performance of our
heuristics. The cost functions under consideration are:
1. Uniform – the cost at time t ct is independent of t.
2. Linearly increasing – ct is an increasing function of t.
3. Linearly decreasing – ct is a decreasing function of t.
4. Quadratic-1 – ct is a quadratic function of t with a lower cost in the middle of the
job processing period.



















Cost function 1: Uniform Cost function 2: Linearly increasing
Cost function 3: Linearly decreasing Cost function 4: Quadratic-1
Cost function 5: Quadratic-2
Figure 5.4: Cost functions under consideration
5. Quadratic-2 – ct is a quadratic function of t with a higher cost in the middle of the
job processing period.
The cost functions are illustrated in Figure 5.4.
5.4 Results and discussions
Simulation experiments have been performed to evaluate the merit of the five heuristic algo-
rithms. For each experiment, we simulate the events and activities within a job processing
period 1,000 times. The system is empty initially and the number of servers deployed at
time zero is pmin. For each simulation run, results for the following performance measures
are collected.
1. Number of servers used at each decision point, after a decision has been made.
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2. Total cost, as defined in Equation 4.1.
3. Total number of server deployments during a job processing period.
For each experiment, 1,000 simulation runs are performed. Our evaluation of the merit
of the five heuristic algorithms is based on the average value of the above performance
measures over the 1,000 simulation runs.
5.4.1 Number of servers used at each decision point
Results for the number of servers used at each decision point provide insight on how the
different heuristic algorithms adapt to changes in workload. These results also show that
the proposed cost aware resource allocation heuristic algorithms can successfully use fewer
servers during the high cost period while ensuring that all jobs meet their deadline. We
observe no job missing the completion deadline for Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2. For
Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5, the percentage of simulation runs having one or more jobs
missing the deadline is shown in Figure 5.5. For most of the runs missing the deadline,
only one job is missed. A relatively higher value is recorded for Cost functions 3 and 5,
where the cost is decreasing at the end. It indicates that the algorithms tries to delay
processing jobs to the end and results in a higher chance of missing job deadline.
As mentioned previously, we use the mean value of the number of servers used at each
decision point over 1,000 simulation runs. The 95% confidence intervals have also been
computed. They are very small (less than 0.1) and are therefore not shown when we
present our results.
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Figure 5.6: Mean number of servers used at each decision point: Heuristic Algorithms 1
and 2
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Simple heuristic algorithms – Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2
We first consider Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2, described in Algorithms 1 and 2, respec-
tively. The cost function is not taken into consideration in the design of these heuristic
algorithms. As a result, the behaviors of these heuristic algorithms are not affected by the
cost function.
The number of servers used by Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2 as a function of time is
plotted in Figure 5.6. We observe that these two heuristic algorithms deploy enough servers
at the beginning to ensure that there is sufficient confidence of meeting the deadline for all
jobs. Then, they gradually reduce the number of servers used until all jobs are finished.
We also observe that the two heuristic algorithms have very similar behavior in terms of
the number of servers used at each decision point.
Cost aware resource allocation – Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5
We next consider Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5, described in Algorithms 3, 5 and 6,
respectively. Their behaviors with respect to the cost functions under consideration are
discussed below.
Cost function 1: Uniform. The behavior of Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 for the
Uniform cost function is shown in Figure 5.7. We observe that the number of servers used
for Heuristic 5 fluctuates a lot. It shows that although M∗ is not significant in Heuristics
3 and 4, it can stabilize the number of servers in the system.
Cost function 2: Linearly increasing. The results shown in Figure 5.8 indicate
that the heuristic algorithms are aware of the fact that cost is an increasing function of time
and use more servers at the beginning. Although the cost is the lowest at the beginning,
the heuristic algorithms do not sharply increase the number of servers. They simply ensure
that servers do not become idle. This is confirmed by the observation that ps, as shown

































Heuristic Algorithm 3 Heuristic Algorithm 4 Heuristic Algorithm 5 Cost function 1

































Heuristic Algorithm 3 Heuristic Algorithm 4 Heuristic Algorithm 5 Cost function 2


































Heuristic Algorithm 3 Heuristic Algorithm 4 Heuristic Algorithm 5 Cost function 3
Figure 5.9: Mean number of servers used at each decision point: Cost function 3
in Figure 5.8, is smaller (but not much smaller) than the corresponding ns, as shown in
Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14. After the peak at around time 35, the number of servers begins
to drop until it is close to pmin = 1.
There is a small peak at time 85. This can be explained as follows. The value of
gs(pmax), as shown in Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14, tends to be a decreasing function of s
after the submission deadline (at time 64) has been reached. There is a sudden drop of
gs(pmax) from 9 jobs at s = 84 to 3 jobs at s = 85. For Heuristic Algorithm 3, the mean
number of jobs at time 85 is 0.837 with standard deviation 1.213. Similarly, for Heuristic
Algorithms 4 and 5, the mean number of jobs at time 85 is 0.752 with standard deviation
1.094 and 0.905 with standard deviation 1.152 respectively. As a result, there are some
simulation runs with ns > gs(pmax) = 3 when s = 85. In those cases, additional servers
are deployed, which results in the small peak.
Cost function 3: Linearly decreasing. The results shown in Figure 5.9 indicate

































Heuristic Algorithm 3 Heuristic Algorithm 4 Heuristic Algorithm 5 Cost function 4
Figure 5.10: Mean number of servers used at each decision point: Cost function 4
that the heuristic algorithms avoid the high cost period at the beginning by deferring most
of the server usage to the end of the job processing period. The number of servers used
remains at a low level from 0s to around time 34. Then it gradually increases to pmax = 5
at time 68. This increase is due to the accumulation of jobs in the system and the number
of jobs reaches gs(pmax) at time 68. The gradual increase in the number of servers used
(from time 34 to 68) can be viewed as a supporting evidence that the heuristic algorithms
are attempting to balance between incurring higher cost by adding servers too early and
incurring higher cost when gs(pmax) is reached too early.
As shown in Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14, ns is very close to gs(pmax) at the end of the
job processing period. This is additional evidence that the heuristic algorithms avoid the
high cost period by leaving more jobs to be processed at the end.
Cost function 4: Quadratic-1. The cost is higher at the beginning and near the


































Heuristic Algorithm 3 Heuristic Algorithm 4 Heuristic Algorithm 5 Cost function 5
Figure 5.11: Mean number of servers used at each decision point: Cost function 5
during the low cost period in the middle. They also delay the usage of servers at the
beginning, and avoid the usage of servers near the completion deadline.
Cost function 5: Quadratic-2. From Figure 5.11, the heuristic algorithms try
to process as many jobs as possible from time 0 to 36 by using more servers. Then, they
decide that it is desirable to remove servers during the high cost period in the middle. After
54,900s, the number of servers increases sharply because the number of jobs accumulated
in the system is significant (see Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14).
5.4.2 Total cost
The total cost of the five heuristic algorithms for the five cost functions considered are
shown in Figure 5.15. We also include the cost of static provisioning which is based on the
use of four servers throughout the job processing period. Four is the minimum number of


















Cost function 1: Uniform Cost function 2: Linearly increasing
Cost function 3: Linearly decreasing Cost function 4: Quadratic-1 -- lower cost in the middle
Cost function 5: Quadratic-2 -- higher cost in the middle gs(pmax)
Figure 5.12: Mean number of jobs at each decision point: Heuristic Algorithm 3
servers required to provide a 99.99% probability that all jobs are finished by the deadline.
The following observations are made from the results in Figure 5.15:
1. The total costs of Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 are almost the same. Since
Heuristic Algorithms 4 and 5 are more efficient with respect to computation time,
they are more preferred than Heuristic Algorithm 3.
2. For the cases considered in our experiments, Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 are able
to achieve savings of about 15 - 40% and 40 - 60% in the total cost, when compared
to the simple heuristic algorithms (Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2) and static server
allocation, respectively.
3. Even when a uniform cost function is used, Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 perform



















Cost function 1: Uniform Cost function 2: Linearly increasing
Cost function 3: Linearly decreasing Cost function 4: Quadratic-1 -- lower cost in the middle
Cost function 5: Quadratic-2 -- higher cost in the middle gs(pmax)
Figure 5.13: Mean number of jobs at each decision point: Heuristic Algorithm 4
5.4.3 Total number of server deployments during a job process-
ing period
The total number of server deployments during a job processing period is a measure of
how frequently servers are added to the cluster. Frequent deployment could result in
excessive overhead. In Figure 5.16, we show the number of deployments for the five heuristic
algorithms. We observe that Heuristic Algorithms 3 and 4 do not change the number of
servers often. For Heuristic Algorithm 5, the number of deployments is more than that of
Heuristic Algorithms 3 and 4 since M∗ is not included in M ′s(p, q, n) (Equation 4.22). For
cost function 5 (Quadratic-2), server deployment activities happen twice, at the two ends
of the job processing period, resulting in a larger total number of deployments than for
the other cost functions. For Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2, the delayed removal approach


















Cost function 1: Uniform Cost function 2: Linearly increasing
Cost function 3: Linearly decreasing Cost function 4: Quadratic-1 -- lower cost in the middle
Cost function 5: Quadratic-2 -- higher cost in the middle gs(pmax)
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Heuristic 1 Heuristic 2 Heuristic 3 Heuristic 4 Heuristic 5
Figure 5.16: Mean number of deployments of different heuristic algorithms under different
cost functions.
of Heuristic Algorithm 2 leads to a smaller total number of deployments than Heuristic
Algorithm 1.
5.4.4 Scalability
In autonomic resource provisioning, allocation decisions need to be made quickly at each
decision point. For Heuristics 3, 4 and 5, online computation of Ls(p, n), L
′
s(p, n) and
L′′s(p, n) is not possible when J = pmax−pmin and G = maxd−1s=0 gs(pmax) are large. We must
therefore pre-compute them so that the data required for making decisions are available
without much delay. To pre-compute Ls(p, n), L
′
s(p, n) and L
′′
s(p, n), we must first compute
gs(pmax) and ks(q, n, m). The method to compute gs(pmax) is discussed in Sections 4.2.3
and those for ks(q, n, m), Ls(p, n), L
′
s(p, n) and L
′′
s(p, n) are discussed in Sections 4.3.6.
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Table 5.1: Mean inter-arrival time and mean number of arrivals used for the scalability
tests
gs(pmax) and ks(q, n, m) for different values of pmax. The results will provide insight into
the scalability of our heuristic algorithms. In the scalability tests, we assume that, when
the pmax increases, the number of arrivals during a job processing period is correspondingly
higher. The mean number of arrivals, over 1,000 arrival streams are shown in Table 5.1.
Note that a larger number of arrivals implies a smaller mean interarrival time. The mean
interarrival times are also shown in Table 5.1.




s(p, n), gs(pmax) and
ks(q, n, m) for pmax = 5, 10, 20 and 30 are shown in Figure 5.17. The computations are
performed (using Java) on a PC equipped with an Intel 630 CPU (3GHz, Hyper-threaded,
2MB Cache, 64-bit and single core), 512MB RAM, and a Fedora Core 3 Linux operating
system. We observe that the time required to compute ks(q, n, m) is significant. This is
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Conclusion and future work
6.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have developed five autonomic resource allocation heuristic algorithms
for batch job clusters. In large scale server clusters, the capabilities to manage their own
resources are useful in reducing over-provisioning, reducing operation cost and enhancing
resource utilization. We show that our heuristic algorithms are effective with respect to
provisioning of server resources in a batch job cluster. The first two heuristic algorithms
(Heuristic Algorithms 1 and 2), which are not cost-aware, are adaptive to current and
future workload. The other three heuristic algorithms (Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5)
are cost-aware and predictive in future resource usage. They are superior to Heuristic
Algorithms 1 and 2. The total costs of Heuristic Algorithms 3, 4 and 5 are almost the
same. Since Heuristic Algorithms 4 and 5 is more efficient in computation, they are more
preferred than Heuristic Algorithms 3. Heuristic Algorithms 4 is better than Heuristic
Algorithms 5 if we want to minimize the fluctuations in number of servers used during the
job processing period. However Heuristic Algorithms 4 has a higher time complexity than
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Heuristic Algorithms 5.
6.2 Summary of contributions
We summarize our contributions as follows:
1. We proposed five heuristic algorithms for deciding the number of servers to use in a
cluster at decision points.
2. We have considered various time-varying cost functions when making resource allo-
cation decisions. These functions model the external factors that affect the number
of servers to use in a cluster.
3. We have included in our model the overhead in changing the number of servers used
in the cluster. This overhead is not considered in most of the previous work.
4. We have demonstrated that our cost aware resource allocation heuristic algorithms
outperform static allocation and heuristic algorithms that are not based on cost
considerations.
5. The proposed resource allocation heuristic algorithms are applicable to existing batch
job clusters.
6.3 Future work
Areas for future work include the following.
1. Other heuristics to minimize the total cost. One possible approach is to use a
linear programming formulation. At time s, we determine qs, the number of servers
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to use at time s. We assume that jobs only arrive and depart at decision points. Let
ms be the mean number of job arrivals between time s − 1 to s. ms = λs where λs
is the average arrival rate from time s− 1 to s. We assume that these jobs arrive at
time s. Let bs be the number of active servers at time s. bs = min{ns + ms, qs}. For
each job at time s, the probability that this job complete service at or before time
s + 1 (under exponential service time distribution) is equal to 1 − e−x. The mean
number of job completion from time s to s + 1 is therefore bs(1 − e−x). We assume
that these completions occur at time s + 1. The objective function to minimize
is: qscs + qs+1cs+1 + . . . + qd−1cd−1 where cs =
∫ s+1
s
ct dt. The constraints are: i)
nj+1 = max{nj +mj−bj(1−e−x), 0} for j = s, s+1, . . . , d−1, and ii) nd = 0, i.e., no
job misses the deadline. This optimization problem is solved at every decision point.
The solution provides the information needed for making provisioning decisions.
2. Batch jobs with different deadline requirement. Our study is based on batch
jobs with a common deadline. Another scenario of interest is that each batch job may
have a different completion deadline. The extension of our heuristic algorithms or
the development of new heuristic algorithms for this scenario should be investigated.
While deadline-based scheduling for batch job clusters have been widely studied, not
much attention has been put on dynamic resource allocation of such systems.
3. Batch jobs with dependencies. We have assumed that batch jobs are independent
in our heuristic algorithms. When jobs are not independent of each other in terms
of execution order, the resource provisioning algorithm may need to consider this
information when predicting future resource usage.
4. Heterogeneous cluster. Autonomic provisioning to a heterogeneous batch job
cluster would be an interesting and challenging topic to explore. First, in addition to
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when servers should be allocated (or removed), determining which servers to allocate
(or remove) may not be straightforward. For example, the system needs to differen-
tiate between the benefits of adding one fast server or two slower servers. Secondly,
a server equipped with a faster CPU does not necessarily run all kinds of jobs faster
than another server because of the jobs’ I/O and memory requirements. The added
complexity makes it more difficult to predict the job completion time.
5. Batch job cluster with no check-pointing of jobs. For clusters with no check-
pointing, if we wish to remove a server node, we can either wait until a server node
becomes idle or remove the node even when it is busy running a job. For the former
approach, we need to estimate the waiting time and include it in the removal over-
head. For the latter approach, CPU time is wasted, which may not be desired. Of
interest is an assessment of the relative merit of these two approaches.
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